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1. PROGRAMMe PReSeNTATION

2. SYSTeM ReQUIReMeNTS

3. INSTALLATION

K2 Base is a calculation and planning programme for 
the dimensioning of the substructure of photovoltaic 
systems, specially designed by K2 Systems. With the 
aid of the static calculation base, flat roofs and sloped 
roofs can be calculated and structurally determined 

in a very short period of time. The calculations are 
based on the national Appendixes of the Eurocode. 
Please note that the tool will provide you with verifia-
ble structural calculations in printed form and thus all 
relevant data must be determined and/or entered.

The following requirements must be met for the soft-
ware to work optimally:  

¬    Operating System: Microsoft Windows xP or later
¬    Memory size: Min 1 GB RAM
¬    Disk space available: 100 MB
¬    Graphics: Open GL support
¬    Internet access

K2 base can be installed via the following link: http://
data.k2-systems.de/Downloads/K2SystemsSetup. 
zip. Please contact your administrator if this link is blo-
cked. Save the programme onto your hard drive and 
then unpack it. You can use, WinZip or WinRAR (for 

example) to extract the files. After installation, please 
follow further instructions. During installation you will 
be prompted to enter a password which will be made 
available to you by the K2 system. By clicking on the 
key, the password is confirmed.

UNINSTALL

To permanently delete the K2 Base software it must be 
uninstalled under software in the control panel. For 

Windows users the control panel can be found via the 
start button in the task bar and then settings.
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4. SeLeCTION OF ROOF TYPeS

Once you have started K2 Base, the window to the left 
will open. Before you can begin the calculation, you 
must choose the roof type.  By clicking on the icon 
pitched or flat roof, you will be directed to the 
appropriate area.
Via the icon Internet Update you can download 
updates or new versions of K2 Base (see page 4).

5. UPDATeS
The K2 Base software is continually developed. You will automatically be notified by email when a new update is 
available. 

To update K2 Base, click on „Search for updates“ and 
then on „Install updates“.

Once the update was successfully installed, the follow-
ing window is displayed:

Once the update has been completed, K2 Base can be 
started as always by double-clicking the desktop icon.

Simply click on the “Internet update” button on the 
K2 Base start page or on the red K2 logo at the top 
left directly in the programme to open the update 
window. You can then search for updates. Addition-
ally, you will receive information about the last update 
on this page. Automatic updates can be requested via 
the Options menu. 
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6. BASIC FUNCTIONS

The following basic programme functions are either on 
the top task bar or can be accessed with one click on 
the K2 button:

¬  New project: A new project is started

¬  Open project: Open a previously saved project

¬ Open XML project:  Open a previously created 
project (e.g. in PV*SOL) as xML-file

¬ Save project: Save an existing project

¬  Print preview: This option provides a multi-page 
overview of project details, verifiable statics, item 
listing and installation aid, which can also be saved 
as a PDF document

¬ Print: Print the calculated project

¬  Exit: Exits the programme (alternatively: Exit via x or 
double click the K2 button)

Additionally, the version number can be queried via 
the questions mark in the upper right corner of your 
screen. (Example: Version: 1.1.11.2)

The adjacent symbol will take you back to the home 
screen.

The arrow symbol reverses the last change.

Before using the software it is essential to make sure that projects are calculated with the latest version of K2 Base. 
We are not liable for calculations with the older version. 
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7. MAIN FUNCTIONS SLOPeD ROOF

7.1. Information

The sloped roof function is intended to simplify and 
serve as a calculation basis for parallel assembled sloped 
roof systems. It is divided into several main functions, 
which take you through the programme step by step 

from the basic information to the assembly aid. The 
individual steps are selected by clicking on the top bar 
and are explained in the following.

All important project and client data is entered via this main function.

Under Edit certain client details and discount rates can 
be stored; they can be called up via Select.

New clients can be entered by clicking on the new 
document, and existing client data can be dele-
ted via delete.

For the default user, the check box in the field below 
can be ticked. 
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In addition, country-specific information is entered in 
the fields “Language” and “country”. The country 
entered serves as the basis for calculation, as compli-
ance with the different standards and regulations of 
each country is necessary. 

The following language settings are available:
 German, English, French, Italian and Spanish

On the left-hand side please select a country to access 
the country-specific load assumptions with cor-
responding stored calculation bases (including load 
maps for snow and wind). 

In addition, the option „Europe (Eurocode)“serves as 
a calculation base in accordance with the Eurocode for 
dimensioning and calculations for countries not specified 
in the system. However, this does not replace a certifi-
able static.

Using the project subdivision, roof areas with different 
roof pitches (e.g. for roof gables) can be marked as 
sub-projects. Users are able to switch between indi-
vidual sub-areas throughout the calculation.

Once the calculation has been completed, it is possible 
to select the print preview including the parts list of a 
sub-area or the entire project.

“Print all as PDF” and “Select sub-project” s also avail-
able in the quick access bar at the top of the screen.
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7.2. Building parameters

In this field, all significant information regarding the roof construction and building dimensions is requested.

First, length, width and height dimensions of the 
building must be entered. Alternatively, for panel and 
gable roofs, the gable board length is used instead of 
the height. The remaining dimensions are determined 
by the roof pitch which is entered later. The parame-
ters can be selected and changed by direct clicking 
(e.g. 12.00m) or entered.

In the next step, the roof covering is chosen.  
The adjoining types are available:

Additionally, in this field, the view can be increased or 
decreased via the zoom feature. By pressing the right 
mouse button, the image can also be moved.

Under roof types the appropriate roof shape can be selected from four different roof types.
Thereafter, the roof pitch over the eaves or the eaves and gables for hipped roofs, is entered. The graphics at the 
bottom of the page are adjusted automatically.
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Roof beams are displayed depending on the type of 
roofing. Enter spacing and number of either rafters or 
purlins. It is sufficient to provide the value for either 
one of these entries, because the second value is cal-
culated automatically via the roof parameters.
Additional entries are needed for tiled and slate roofs, 
with the former requiring batten spacing and the lat-
ter shingle dimensions.

As verge rafters often occur in practice, spacing 
between the first two and the last two rafters can be 
entered separately. In this case, following the entry, 
the rafter spacing is to be rechecked for possible 
averaging.

If a trapezoidal sheet is used, an additional field is 
displayed where information on corrugation pitch, 
thickness and material-specific tensile strength of 
the sheet is to be provided. Both inputs are required. 
For corrugated eternit, the distance between loops 
must be entered. When using SolarFasteners or Rafter 
Screws with a general technical approval more details 
about the roof’s substructure have to be entered in an 
additional tab. The usage of either an universal seal-
ing element (FZD; for corrugations) or storm washer 
(cAL; for trapezoidal sheets) has to be determined. 
To choose the right storm washer the crest width has 
to be entered. For SolarFasteners on corrugated fibre 
cement please choose the FZD. 
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7.3. Load calculation

In the third main function of the sloped roof module the project location, with the associated wind and 
snow loads is determined.

The values for snow and wind loads can be entered or calculated in two different ways:

1.  Manual input: 
By clicking on wind or snow load, the corresponding load zone can be entered manually. The gra-
phics at the bottom of the page serve as a guide.

2.  Direct input: 
If the values are known, they can be entered in the fields direct value in kN/m2.  
Important: Please note environmental conditions. For snow loads, the Si value (snow load on roof) must 
be entered.

The ground level (height above sea level) value is mandatory to calculate the load assumptions and has to 
be entered manually. An error message appears if missed.
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fEatUrE

 Input via postal code: 
When clicking on the postal 
code, either the postal 
code or the place name can 
be entered. The wind and 
snow loads are automatically 
detected and entered. For 
Japan the loads can only be 
determined by entering either 
the prefecture, county or city.

Terrain category: 

Distance to the coast:

Wind speeds: 

environment: 

exceptional loads:

The value is calculated auto-
matically based on the load 
zones entered previously.
When entering a postal code, 
this box is ticked automati-
cally.

Derive the reference value 
from the wind load map.

A height of cliff/steep front 
can be activated for pro-
jects next to a cliff edge. An 
input between 0 and 50m is 
possible.

ü ü ü

ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

ü ü

ü ü ü ü

ü ü ü ü ü

ü ü ü

ü

ü
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7.4. exposed location

This main function is only relevant for projects on 
hillsides. Should the system be located in a flat or 
shielded terrain, then one can continue with the next 
step of roof construction, with the default no exposed 
location.

For projects located on a hilltop, the following dimen-
sions must be entered additionally:
Lengths: Lu; Ld
Height: H
Spacing: x
In the case of cliffs, only the values for Lu, H and x need 
to be entered.

The input parameter can be found in the graphics 
illustrated below.

With the country option Australia tick the box when 
the project is actually in Tasmania.
 

Tick the box when the project is in a New Zealand lee 
zone. Additionally enter the distance to the mountain 
ridge.

fEatUrE

Anti-slip device (e.g. snow 
guard)

Determine a danger  
potential of an installation 
via the importance level..

For the given radius a sea 
rate has to be determined 
(0 = no sea, 1 = 100% sea). 
Furthermore an input of the 
average snow load in N/m2/
cm is necessary.

The horizontal seismic load 
is shown for information 
only and can‘t be changed.

ü

ü

ü

ü ü ü
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In the first step, the modules are installed. By clicking 
on the appropriate icon the adjacent display appears:

The modules can either be selected from a predefined 
list, or user-defined.

Under edit, modules can be added to the list or deleted.

The module performance is only required to calculate 
the overall performance. This is not relevant for the 
dimensioning of the modules on the roof.  

The modules can either be moved manually with x 
rows at Y modules, or an edge distance is defined. 

The software will then try to place as many modules as 
possible onto the roof.

Under module terminal type, various middle and 
end clamps can be selected from. If these two fields 
remain blank, standard K2 clamps are used.

Due to the thermal expansion of the profiles the 
mounting rails and module springs need to be broken 
up. The max. rail series length and the joint width are 
preset. 
Please note: If the preset lengths are changed 
or the hook is removed, K2 Systems accepts no 
liability for the project.

7.5.1. Module installations

7.5. Roof construction

In the feature Roof construction gathers all important 
data concerning on-roof module assembly.
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7.5.2. Exclusion areas

7.5.3. Additional function: roof structure

Often, it is not possible to cover the entire roof with 
modules therefore the programme offers the option of 
defining exclusion areas. Under mark areas already 
in use, the following window opens:

Under type, one can choose between vertically to the 
roof (roof window) or perpendicular to the floor plan 
(e.g. chimney). Thereafter the size of the exclusion 
area can be entered. 

The position of the exclusion area is set by distances to 
the edges. confirm with OK. and confirmed with OK.

By another click on the exclusion area object the input 
window can be accessed again to change size and 
distances. There is also an option to copy or delete the 
exclusion area.

Alternatively, you can choose a single module per 
mouse click and delete using the delete key. Several 
modules can be selected by holding down the ctrl key. 
Another option for selecting multiple modules is the 
key mark panels. This way several modules can be 
selected and deleted with the mouse.

When the field module layout is confirmed with OK,
the modules are displayed as desired on the roof:
Please note that only the front roof area can be used.
Multiple module fields can be laid on a roof. Overlap-
ping module fields are highlighted in yellow. By clicking 
on the margins, these can be newly defined and the 
module field is moved. In the case of several module 
fields, first select the appropriate field by clicking the 
check box and change the dimensions thereafter. If no 
module field is selected all fields are moved.
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Under module orientation the two types of installation, 
standing and lying, are differentiated. As a rule, for 
a tiled roof with rafters and for sheet metal roofs, the 
modules are mounted standing. In the case of purlin 
roofs, modules are generally mounted horizontally. 
Should the other installation type be required, a second 
rail (cross connection) is required. This can either be 
connected to the first rail with a cross connector or 
with the K2 climber.

choose a grid installation option (rails running exactly 
parallel to long edges of module) for sheet metal roof 
coverings by ticking the box with Add-Ons. 

For corrugated fibre cement roof coverings and also 
for modules in landscape activate ‚parallel to purlins‘. A 
first layer of rails will then run parallel to the substruc-
ture (purlins).

Module assembly is discarded by clicking the recycle 
bin.

After changes have been made, the project can be 
updated by clicking on the arrow icon.

The magnifying glass icon offers the option to zoom 
all, zoom in or zoom out, as well as the option to 
magnify a defined area.
Alternatively, one can zoom with the mouse wheel 
when clicking into the graphics area.
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The display in the graphic areas can be moved with 
the hand icon, or by holding down the right mouse 
button

Via the rotation icon, by holding down the left 
mouse button the building can be turned and be  
viewed differently from different angles.

With the command orig. rotation the view can be 
changed back to the original view.

The next main function is activated by clicking on 
results.

Should all required data not have been entered, an 
error message will appear. By clicking on OK, the  
appropriate main function, in which incomplete data 
was entered, is opened. After entering the missing 
data, one can click directly on the results tab. 
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7.6. ReSULTS

In this main function, the desired rails and fasteners 
are selected and their loads are calculated. 

First, the a rail must be selected. By checking the 
boxes, the respective rails are activated. The upper rail 
position is chosen in cross bracing. All kinds of varia-
tions are displayed for the lower rail position.
 
Additionally, there is the option of a preferred rail 
length. Here you can choose between all types of rail 
lengths. Multiple entries are possible. Simply click the 
appropriate check box. The calculation is updated 
automatically.

Fasteners are selected by clicking on the appropriate 
icon. For tile roofs one can choose from various roof 
hooks, which differ for example in width or height. For 
corrugated Eternit roofs and trapezoidal sheet metal 
roofs, hanger bolts in different diameters and heights 
must be selected. For standing seam roofs, Kalzip and 
plate fold clamps made from aluminium and stainless 
steel are available. Only for Slate roofing and trapezoi-
dal sheet metal roofs is no selection possible. Here the 
default fastener is selected automatically.
On the right side of the display, the fastener spacing 
on ledges, rafters or purlins in the respective roof areas 
is specified. Please note that you must consider the 
respective material compatibility between the metals, 
etc., and determine the suitability yourself. The  
K2 Base does not differentiate e.g. copper or aluminium 
compatibility.
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With the option ‚Trapezoidal Sheet‘ the kind of thread-
forming screw can be chosen. The difference lies with 
the tip of the screws. Slowly move your mouse cursor 
over the screw types for relevant graphics to appear. 
When MiniRail was chosen previously this selection 
isn‘t available.

With the Roof Hook options (Tile, Flat Tiles) you can 
choose if the roof hooks may rest on the tiles. This is 
possible with tiles sturdy enough to not risk breaking, 
sheet metal tiles or similar, or if the gap between bra-
cket and top of tile is more than 10mm.

For higher loads or very heavy modules there is a 
possibility to include and calculate the system with a 
third module rail. With standing seam and trapezoidal 
sheet metal roofs please tick ‚Generally‘ when every 
row shall have a third rail or tick ‚Bottom Row‘ when 
only the bottom row towards the eaves shall have a 
third module rail. With the option ‚Bottom Row‘ the 
distance between last module edge and eaves must 
not be more than 500mm. This option isn‘t available 
for corrugated fibre cement roof coverings.
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In the case of several selected rails and fasteners, the  
decision on which system to use can be based on load 
and price. The price is indicated as a system price in the 
tab information including the discount rate specified. 
The calculated load value will be displayed with the 
highest overall system value. If a single component is 
changed, everything changes. This could be e.g. a rail, 
a fastener or a screw connection. The individual values 
are shown on the right side of the screen. Should the 
load exceed 100%, the bar turns red, and when below 
100% the bar is displayed in green.

The load value of the bottom rail is an exception, and 
this value is not included in the system load. Due to 
snow overhang, these components are more heavily 
loaded. If the load exceeds 100%, this is illustrated with 
a red x. It is therefore up to the installer whether he 
uses stronger fasteners for these areas, reduces the rail 
spacing or installs an additional rail. If all other loads are 
under 100% the system is still certifiable.

7.7. PARTS LIST

This main function displays a list of used items. Item 
number, designation, quantity, packaging unit, unit pie-
ces, total quantity, weight, list price, discount rate, unit 
price, item discount and total price are indicated here.
As a control, it is recommended to check the required 
quantities for plausibility.

With + / - , articles can be added or deleted by the 
articel number.

Under quantity, the required quantity can be changed.  
Weight and total price are updated in the process. In 
addition to the pre-determined discount rate, individual 
item discounts can be granted. There is also the option 
of project or prepayment discounts. 

Several options are available for exporting the parts list:
- generate an Excel file and save
-  if an e-mail programme is available, the order can be 

sent via PDF or Excel file
- Print order directly

In the case of             several projects, the symbol can 
be used to display the total parts list.
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By clicking on individual tracks, the rail lay out is illustrated in the top area of the screen. The entire parts list of 
tracks is displayed in the print preview.

7.8. ASSeMBLY HeLP

The tab is initially hidden and appears only after clicking on results. The assembly instruction is supplemented by 
the assembly aid for visualisation of the project. However, K2 Base does not replace any assembly instructions of 
K2 Systems. K2 assembly instructions must be used and complied with! 
Modules, roof areas, roof constructions, fasteners, rail connectors and SpeedLocks (only for SpeedRail System) 
can be displayed in this field. It is important to note that not all components can be displayed simultaneously.

An exception is the MiniRail system for there are only 
short rail sections used.

By clicking on one of the roof areas the relevant wind 
pressure coefficients are shown.
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8. MAIN FeATUReS COMPONeNT FLAT ROOF

8.1. Information

The flat roof feature is intended for simplification, as 
calculation basis and especially for determining of the 
ballasts for flat roof systems. Two systems are availa-
ble. These differ in the orientation of the modules 

which are elevated in either single-sided or double-
sided direction. Both systems are also divided into 
several main functions ranging from basic information 
to installation help. 

See page 6 under 7.1. Information.

As described under „roof structure“, the magnifying glass icon lets you zoom all, zoom in, zoom out or 
magnify an exact area. Alternatively, after clicking the graphics area, you can also zoom with the mouse 
scroll. With the hand icon, or by right-clicking the mouse, the display is moved into the graphics area. 

When finishing the project, it is advisable to check the data on the print preview and to save it as a 
PDf file. We also highly recommend saving the project as a *.k2s-file for questions that may arise in 
the future. 
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Thereafter, a roof pitch between 0° and a maximum 
of 5° can be entered. If no angle is entered the default 
value of 0° applies.
In addition, the parapet height must be entered. The 
default value is 0.20 m.

In addition, a coefficient of friction must be entered. 
The default value is 0.5, which roughly corresponds 
to, which roughly corresponds to the friction coef-
ficient for our Aluminium-coated protection mats on 
a roofing membrane. In comparison, the coefficient 
of friction between an aluminium rail and a wet 
building protection mat is 0.65. If a connection has If 
a non-penetrating flat roof system consists of more 
than one material transitions (e.g. Aluminium rail on 
building protection mat and building protection mat 
on membrane roof) the smaller value has to be used! 
(e.g. aluminium rail on building protection mat and 
building protection mat on foil roof), the lesser value 
must always be used!

Additionally, in this field, the view can be increased or 
decreased via the zoom feature. By pressing the right 
mouse button, the image can also be moved.

8.2. Building parameters

In this field, all significant information regarding the roof construction and building dimensions is requested.

First, length, width and height dimensions of the building must be entered. The parameters can be selected 
and changed by direct clicking (e.g. 12.00m) or entered.
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8.5. Roof construction

In the feature Roof construction gathers all important data concerning on-roof module assembly.

By clicking on the icon with the points of the compass, 
the orientation of the building can be adjusted accor-
dingly in 90° increments. This influences the orientati-
on of the roof slope and therefore the row distance of 
South facing inclined systems.

	  

8.4. Open Site

8.3. Determination of load

See page 10 under 7.3 Load calculation.

See page 11 under 7.4 Exposed location.
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8.5.1. Module assembly

In the first step, the modules are installed. By clicking 
on the appropriate icon the adjacent display appears:

The modules can either be selected from a predefined 
list, or user-defined.

Under edit, modules can be added to the list or deleted.

The module performance is only required to calculate 
the overall performance. This is not relevant for the 
dimensioning of the modules on the roof.  

The modules can either be moved manually with x 
rows at Y modules, or an edge distance is general 
defined. The software will then try to place as many 
modules as possible onto the roof. If the row/column 
design is put in manually, the array can be place cen-
tral to the roof area or an edge distance top or edge 
distance left can be defined.

Under module terminal type, various middle and 
end clamps can be selected from. If these two fields 

remain blank, standard K2 clamps are used.

Due to the thermal expansion of the profiles the 
mounting rails and module springs need to be broken 
up. The max. rail series length and the joint width are 
preset. The joint width is the distance from one end of 
one rail to the beginning of the next rail.

Please note: If the preset lengths are changed 
or the hook is removed, K2 Systems accepts no 
liability for the project.

In “System type”, the double-sided elevation systems 
D-Level or D-Dome can be selected, and for systems 
where one side is elevated, the S-Level or S-Dome. 
When selecting the S-Level/S-Dome, the degree of lati-
tude must be entered additionally for determination 
of row spacing. With D-Dome/S-Dome systems, it is 
necessary to enter whether clamping on the short side 
is approved by the manufacturer.  The approval list can 
be viewed at www.k2-systems.com.
Different systems may not be combined on a roof.
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K2 D-Dome (10°)

K2 S-Level (20°)

K2 S-Dome (10°)

K2 D-Level (10°) When the field module layout is confirmed with OK,
the modules are displayed as desired on the roof:

Multiple module fields can be laid on a roof. Overlap-
ping module fields are highlighted in yellow. By clicking 
on the margins, these can be newly defined and the 
module field is moved. In the case of several module 
fields, first select the appropriate field by clicking the 
check box and change the dimensions thereafter. If no 
module field is selected all fields are moved.
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8.5.2. Exclusion areas

8.5.3. Additional function: roof structure

Often, it is not possible to cover the entire roof with 
modules therefore the programme offers the option of 
defining exclusion areas. Under mark areas already 
in use, the following window opens:

Under type, one can choose between vertically to the 
roof (roof window) or perpendicular to the floor plan 
(e.g. chimney). Thereafter, the size of the exclusion 
area is set 

With the edge distances  the exclusion areas are defi-
ned and positioned on the roof. confirm with OK.

By another click on the exclusion area object the input 
window can be accessed again to change size and 
distances. There is also an option to copy or delete the 
exclusion area.

As an alternative to an exclusion area, you can choose 
a single module per mouse click and delete using the 
delete key. Several modules can be selected by holding 
down the ctrl key.

Another option for selecting multiple modules is the 
key mark panels. This way several modules can be 
selected and deleted with the mouse.

Module assembly is discarded by clicking the recycle 
bin.

After changes have been made, the project can be 
updated by clicking on the arrow icon.

The magnifying glass icon offers the option to zoom 
all, zoom in or zoom out, as well as the option to 
magnify a defined area.
Alternatively, one can zoom with the mouse wheel 
when clicking into the graphics area.
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The display in the graphic areas can be moved with 
the hand icon, or by holding down the right mouse 
button

Via the rotation icon, by holding down the left 
mouse button the building can be turned and be  
viewed differently from different angles.

With the command orig. rotation the view can be 
changed back to the original view.

The next main function is activated by clicking on 
results.

Should all required data not have been entered, an 
error message will appear. By clicking on OK, the  
appropriate main function, in which incomplete data 
was entered, is opened. After entering the missing 
data, one can click directly on the results tab. 
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8.6. Results

In this main function, the total load on the system is specified and the potentially required ballast is indicated. 
Double-sided inclined systems: 

The maximum load of the rail for the D-Level System is hereby calculated via the span, which can be found under 
„D-Level Set.“ choose either ‚max. distance’ or ‚distance according module grid pattern’. The ballast specified 
(per D-Level set) refers to the area between two D-Level sets. The corresponding roof areas, the exact dimensions 
of which are specified in the Assembly Aid, are displayed at the bottom right of the screen.  The mounting rail 
K2 SolidRail Light is selected as default for this system.
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For the D-Dome system, you can choose between 
module fastening using corner clamping (on the short 
side, with approval by the module manufacturer) or 
1/4 clamping.
However, 1/4 clamping requires more rails and the ad-
ditional Flexclamp.
In the case of the D-Dome system, the ballast value 
(in kg) refers to the projected surface below a double 
elevation, i.e. the area between two domes.

Additionally, with the S-Level system you can choose between the mounting rails K2 crossRail 36 or 48.
Due to the the windbreaker, the ballast (per S-Level set) for this system applies to the surface below an elevated 
solar module. The areas for ballasting are also displayed at the bottom right of the screen.

In the case of the S-Dome system, the ballast value (in kg) refers to the projected surface below a module, i.e. 
the area between two domes.

In addition, the D-Level and S-Level systems also offer an option for preferred rail length. Here you can choose 
between all kinds of rail lengths. Simply click on the desired length. Multiple entries are possible.

  With a click you can choose between  
  SpeedRail and FlatRail as base rails. 
 

The selection of parquet layout/standard layout relates to the layout of the base rail in all four systems. In the 
case of parquet, the rail layout is optimised for cutting while the standard layout is optimised for easy installa-
tion. This feature is only available when there is one rail length as base rail is chosen.

Single-sided inclined systems:
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8.7. Parts list

This main function displays a list of used items. Item number, designation, quantity, packaging unit, unit pieces, total 
quantity, weight, list price, discount rate, unit price, item discount and total price are indicated here.

As a control, it is recommended to check the required quantities for plausibility.

With + / - , articles can be added or deleted by the 
articel number.

Under quantity, the required quantity can be changed.  
Weight and total price are updated in the process.

In addition to the pre-determined discount rate, indi-
vidual item discounts can be granted. There is also the 
option of project or prepayment discounts.

Several options are available for exporting the parts list:
- generate an Excel file and save
-  if an e-mail programme is available, the order can be 

sent via PDF or Excel file
- Print order directly

With both the double-sided as well as the single-sided systems the loads onto the module surface is given in kN/m2. 
It generally has to be confirmed that the module can withstand the given loads.  
This is vital with our Dome systems for the PA-value (pascal) on the approved modules list might differ from the stan-
dard values by the manufacturers.
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8.8. Assembly help

The tab is initially hidden and appears only after clicking on results. The assembly instruction is supplemented by 
the assembly aid for visualisation of the project. However, K2 Base does not replace any assembly instructions of 
K2 Systems. K2 assembly instructions must be used and complied with! 

Here modules, roof areas and rail connectors can be displayed.  It is important to note that modules and rail con-
nectors cannot be displayed simultaneously. If the roof areas are activated, their dimensions can be used for the 
exact dimensioning of the ballast. 

By clicking on individual tracks or track pairs, the rail lay out is illustrated in the top area of the screen.  
The entire parts list of tracks is displayed in the print preview.

As already described under „roof structure“, the magnifying glass icon lets you zoom all, zoom in, zoom out or 
magnify an exact area. Alternatively, after clicking the graphics area, you can zoom with the mouse scroll. With 
the hand icon, or by right-clicking the mouse, the display is moved into the graphics area. 

When finishing the project, it is advisable to check the data on the print preview and to save it as a 
PDf file. We also highly recommend saving the project as a *.k2s-file for questions that may arise in 
the future. 
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9. CONTACT

Should you experience any problems with the K2 Base software, please send an e-mail to 
base@k2-systems.de or contact the Service Hotline: +49 (0)7159 42059-0.

10. TeRMS AND CONDITIONS

K2 Base may only be used after permission by K2 Systems has been granted. This is done by sending of a link 
for the download of the programme including the corresponding password. Before using the software it has to 
be checked that projects are calculated with the latest version. For calculations with older versions, no liability is 
accepted.

Our General Terms of Business apply. Please refer to http://www.k2-systems.uk.com/gsc.html German Law shall 
apply excluding the UN convention on cISG. Place of venue is Stuttgart
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11. CONDITIONS FOR THe USe OF THe K2 CALCULATION PROGRAMMe K2 BASe

1. General
1.1.  The use of the K2 calculation programme K2 Base including the associated 

media, electronic manuals, documentations in online or electronic format and 
internet-based services (below referred to as “product”) shall be permitted on 
the basis of the following conditions of Use.

1.2.  The use of the product is exclusively permitted to enterprises; consumers are 
not allowed to use it. Pursuant to § 13 BGB (German civil code), consumer 
refers to every natural person who concludes a legal transaction for a purpose 
that can neither be attributed to a commercial nor a freelance professional 
activity. Pursuant to § 14 BGB, enterprise refers to any natural or legal person 
or a partnership with legal capacity that acts, in the case of a conclusion of 
a legal transaction, in the exercise of the person’s commercial or freelance 
professional activity. 

1.3.  The use of the product is free of charge; however, it shall be at the user’s own 
risk. The selected proposals have to be checked thoroughly by the user or 
installer respectively before installing. The software functions and features as 
well as all data employed by the tool have been tested carefully by K2 systems 
GmbH and are updated regularly. Nevertheless mistakes or faults can’t be 
ruled out. No responsibility is taken for the actuality, correctness and comple-
teness of the employed specifications, data and calculations.

1.4.  General Terms and conditions (AGB) or General Purchase conditions (AEB) of 
the user shall not be applicable. This shall also apply if reference is made to 
them in an item of correspondence or if the use of the product is permitted 
to the user in knowledge of his General Terms and conditions or General 
Purchase conditions. 

1.5   Prior to the use of the software, it shall be verified that projects with the latest 
version of K2 Base are calculated. No liability shall be assumed for calculations 
with a previous version.

2. Use of the Product and restrictions for Use
2.1.  The product will be provided to the user – unless expressly stated otherwise – 

free of charge.

2.2.  For the use of the product, K2 grants the user the ordinary, at any time 
revocable, right to run the software on a computer. Particular note should 
be taken that the use of the product is limited to 3 months. After that, any 
further use of the product is only possible by entering an activation code that 
is updated every 3 months. The user shall have no right to claim receipt of the 
updated activation code. In addition, receipt of the updated activation code 
is subject to the previous acceptance of the current conditions of Use. The 
user’s lawful minimum rights of use shall remain unaffected. The terms set out 
in this section shall also bind the parties according to the law of obligations. 

2.3.  Every user must use the product for no other purposes than for informati-
on. Every other use or utilisation of the product as well as the information 
obtained from it, particularly the copying, changing or integrating it into 
publications or advertisements of any kind is subject to K2’s prior approval or 
the relevant copyright holder.  

2.4.  The user must not sell, pass on as a gift, lend or rent out the product or parts 
of the product to a third party.

2.5.  The user shall have no right to remove or omit the existing protection of the 
product – especially the software – against unauthorised use, unless this is 
necessary to achieve a trouble-free lawful use of the programme. copyright 
notices, serial numbers as well as other programme identifications may neit-
her be removed nor changed. The same shall apply to the suppression of the 
respective properties on the screen.

 

3. Disclaimer of Warranties, Limitation of Liability
3.1.  Any liability by K2 for defects of quality and/or title of the product, especially 

for the freedom of faults, freedom from property rights and copyrights 
held by third parties, completeness and/or usability as well as for potential 
consequences of a possible misinterpretation of the results obtained with the 
aid of the product by the user shall be excluded – except for cases of gross 
negligence or intent by K2 or death or injury to the body and health as well as 
claims pursuant to the Product Liability Act. 

3.2.  For consequential damage, loss of profit, production loss, operational inter-
ruption or data loss, K2 shall not assume any liability – except for cases of 
gross negligence or intent as well as death or injury to the body or health and 
claims pursuant to the Product Liability Act.

3.3.  K2 shall not be liable for damage that is attributable to the improper use of 
the product by the user. The user shall fully release K2 in this respect from any 
claims raised by third parties, including the costs of extrajudicial legal procee-
dings upon the first request. 

3.4.  It is the user’s responsibility to provide the working environment for the 
software. K2 shall assume no warranty that the software meets the user’s re-
quirements and that it operates without any conflicts with the other software 
employed by the user and his hardware. The user shall take suitable precau-
tions for the case that the software does not work properly as a whole or in 
part (e.g. by data backup, troubleshooting, regular verification of the results). 

4. Important Information about Computer Viruses and Data Protection
4.1.  Although K2 takes every effort to keep the product virus-free, K2 cannot 

accept any guarantee or liability for the freedom from viruses. Any liability on 
the part of K2 for damage and disturbance caused by computer viruses shall 
be excluded. 

4.2.  Prior to downloading the product, particularly of the software, the user shall 
take suitable safety precautions and employ appropriate virus scanners to 
ensure a protection. Nevertheless, K2 recommends, before every installation, 
to carry out a data backup for existing, possibly important data for the case 
that the product does not operate properly in part or as a whole. 

4.3.  The user shall save data and programs in adequate intervals, at least once per 
day, in electronic form and, by doing this, ensure that they can be recovered 
at reasonable effort. In the case of a data loss, K2 shall be liable as a maxi-
mum for the damage as it would have occurred after a proper data backup by 
the customer. 

5. Contact Person for Queries
5.1.  If you have any questions about these conditions of Use or if you would like 

to get in touch with K2 for other reasons, please contact:
 K2 Systems GmbH 
 Industriestraße 18
 71272 Renningen | Germany
 Email: base@k2-systems.de

5.2. You can visit us on the internet under www.k2-systems.de.

6. Place of Jurisdiction / Governing Law
6.1. Place of jurisdiction is Stuttgart.

6.2.  German law applies under exclusion of the rules of the Private International 
Law as well as the UN Purchase Law.

Renningen, 21 July 2014
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SERVIcE-HOTLINE
+49 (0)7159 42059-0

Info@k2-systems.de

Mounting systems for solar technology
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